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DO NOT DISMISS OUT OF HAND THE BPS RETIREMENT LUMP SUM

Following an emotive build-up, when proposed details for consultation of the BPS retirement lump sum were finally
released last summer the response was rather subdued. Instead of the large pay-out many were expecting, the actual figure
was to be a “mere” 2.35% of the average BPS claim from 2018 to 2020. Moreover, there was a possible mechanism for
reducing this if any entitlements had been transferred or sold. 

Following these revelations, discussion of the subject ceased almost entirely among professional advisers and the farming
press. The conclusion was that the scheme might only be of any relevance for those who happen to be planning to retire
anyway at the exact time the scheme comes into effect, and there was not enough in it to influence decision-making.  

Is this really correct, though? 

For example, let us consider a “small family farm”. It is currently presided over by an older family member who is thinking
about stepping back and handing the reins to the younger generation, but doesn’t know whether to do so right now, or to
stick it out for another few years. The farm includes approximately 300 acres of BPS eligible land, so 120 entitlements-worth
of BPS claim. First, what payments would they get if they stayed on: 

1. Based on current calculations, they would receive £187/entitlement in 2022 and £152/entitlement in 2023 (the
remainder of the BPS in its current form). That makes £339 per entitlement in total, which comes to £40,680; plus

2. 4 years of delinked payments, which in our estimations (which are really educated guesswork after 2024, as the
Government has released no detail even subject to consultation about these years) make this worth £292 per
entitlement. In total this comes to £35,040 over the 4 years.

This means without the retirement lump sum, on our estimations, these final six years of so-called “direct payments” are
worth £75,720 to the farm. 

Now suppose instead that the older family member, or whoever is in charge decides to take the lump sum at 2.35% of
their average claim from 2018-2020. On this area of land, that would be worth £65,593. In other words, most of the farm’s
BPS payment for the six years in a single sum, providing much greater flexibility for reinvestment. 

Because of how the reference periods are likely to work the successors would lose their claims for delinkage. However, they
can still buy entitlements to claim in 2022 and 2023. This means the business also still gets the £40,680 remaining BPS
payment, but they need to deduct the price of 120 new non-SDA entitlements, which are currently estimated to trade at
£150 per unit. Deducting this £18,000 cost still leaves £22,680 of remaining BPS payments. 

In total, this means that from claiming the retirement lump sum, the hypothetical farm’s total “direct payment” is now £88,273,
a £12,553 increase in funds. When we combine this with the fact that the £65,768 would be received as a single lump
for immediate use, the business case for taking the retirement lump sum could be more interesting than first thought . 

There are caveats, of course. The “retiree” must genuinely cut ties to the business. This means leaving any partnership and
passing on legal control of assets. They would, we think, still be able to help on the farm with day-to-day activities (although
this is very much unconfirmed), but there would need to be a real surrender of control. There would also be a legal cost to
handing over the business but this cost is inevitable and is going to apply at some point regardless, and perhaps it is
better dealt with using the monies available from the lump sum to fund this. The tax implications will also need to be
considered which we have not in this example. 

We must also remember that for now all of this is subject to consultation, so everything we have just discussed may be
rendered moot at DEFRA’s next release. We are also talking about a quite specific size of farm. If the farm is too small, the
complexity of the exercise compared to the monies involved is likely to make it less commercial. If the farm is too large, the
£100,000 cap comes into place and the lost delinkage may outstrip earnings from the lump sum. 

However, looking in detail at the figures, for farms of the right size, in a specific position
where a retirement possibility is being considered but not currently on the table, it might be worth taking another look at the
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lump sum when the final details are announced any day now. 

If you want an assessment of your situation in relation to the retirement lump sum contact Mark Burton or Alasdair Squires.

UK Environmental Credits User Guide UK BPS Entitlements User Guide 

Free of charge eBook is available here. For the paperback
edition at £27 including P&P, please email 
kdean@townsendcharteredsurveyors.co.uk.

Still the leading and only publication of its type. To order
your free e-copy email
kdean@townsendcharteredsurveyors.co.uk 
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BPS ENTITLEMENTS The minimum BPS claim size is five hectares for England and Wales and three hectares for Scotland and Northern Ireland. > Unless

specifically instructed in writing we are unable to provide advice in respect to the Basic Payment Scheme or any other grants, funding or stewardship

schemes, especially how they may affect a particular vendor’s or purchaser’s eligibility for the Basic Payment Scheme. VAT is payable on Entitlements traded

(sold or leased) without land, unless the seller/lessor is non-VAT registered. Unless otherwise stated all entitlements are offered for sale/lease without land

and VAT will be due on the price agreed. > The 2022 BPS payment rates in England are £233.30 for Non-SDA, £231.60 for SDA and £64 for SDA

Moorland. The FDM is no longer deducted. > The 2022 Scottish rates are £228.20 for Region 1, £48.79 for Region 2 and £13.63 for Region 3.

> The 2022 Welsh rates are predicted to be £116.86 plus £91.97. Redistributive payment on the first 54 ha. > Northern Ireland have an expected average

value of £299.42 subject to historical variation. > The usage rule, other than in England, remains farmers must use all their entitlements in a single

application at least once every two years. CARBON CREDITS All woodland and peat carbon credits are VAT and tax free. > All credits must

be registered, validated, and verified going forward according to the regulations of the appropriate code. BIODIVERSITY NET GAIN All biodiversity units are

calculated via Biodiversity Metric 3.0. > Number of units in specific lots subject to variation due to multipliers including, but not limited to, distance between

sites and development site baseline. > Conservation Covenants to run with the land. > Minimum 30-year term.

WATER ABSTRACTION LICENCES All licences are subject to requirements of the Water Framework Directive to reduce licensed abstraction in areas where

water resources are under stress/abstraction is unsustainable. Transferor/transferee accepts risk of losing part of the licence during trade. BROKERAGE -

entitlements/carbon credits/ environmental units/licences. > Are offered subject to documentation/contract/submission. > We also only act on a subject to

contract/documentation basis when buying Entitlements/credits/units/licences for our clients and do not enter into oral contracts. > Those listed may include

lots offered by other agents where prices quoted include an introductory commission payable to Townsend Chartered Surveyors. > Any such comments or

statements made by Townsend Chartered Surveyors verbally during the process of buying or selling or otherwise cannot be relied upon unless such advice is

provided in writing following receipt of written instructions for Townsend Chartered Surveyors to provide such advice. Any such oral comments or statements

do not form part of our brokerage instructions or any transfer contracts. > Townsend Chartered Surveyors cannot be held responsible for any quotes, prices,

rates or advice given in light of any future Government reforms. 

If you provide us with your contact details, we believe you have given us consent to send you occasional email newsletters on appropriate

rural/surveying/entitlement matters. If you would prefer not to receive any such email communication from us, please let us know. We may also send you once

a year our Farm Facts leaflet by post. If you would prefer not to receive this, please contact us to opt out. Under the General Data Protection Regulations

(GDPR) which came into force on 25th May 2018, you have increased rights regarding the processing of your data, and these are set out on the Information

Commissioner’s Office website (ico.org.uk) or in the privacy policy on our website. 

This message is confidential. It may not be disclosed to, or used by, anyone other than the addressee. If you receive this message in error, please advise us

immediately. Internet e-mails are not necessarily secure. Townsend Chartered Surveyors does not accept responsibility for any changes to any e-mail which

occur after the e-mail has been sent. Attachments to this e-mail may contain software viruses which could damage your systems. Townsend Chartered

Surveyors have checked the attachments for viruses before sending, but you should virus-check them before opening.

Want to change how you receive these emails? You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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